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About This Content

Super Star Path Soundtrack

Composer: MovieMovies1
Genre: Shoot'em Up

Style: Retro FM Synth
Game: Super Star Path

Developer: DYA Games

Track Listing

01 - 0:56 - Intro
02 - 1:20 - Title
03 - 1:08 - Menu

04 - 2:21 - Frozen Planet (Stage 1)
05 - 2:59 - Desert Planet (Stage 2)
06 - 2:53 - Jungle Planet (Stage 3)
07 - 2:20 - Barren Planet (Stage 4)

08 - 3:02 - Volcanic Planet (Stage 5)
09 - 3:12 - Unknown Planet (Final Stage)

10 - 1:44 - Boss Battle
11 - 2:29 - Final Battle
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12 - 3:22 - Ending
13 - 0:09 - Mission Accomplished

14 - 0:12 - Mission Failed

Playtime: 28:14
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So much fun.. I highly recommend this product!
Incredible work done by the developer on this DLC will help you with minimal effort in a short time to release your own game
project. A full set of necessary shaders will allow you to plunge into the creative process as much as possible. Many thanks to
the developer, I am very pleased with the purchase.
At first it may seem that the process is a little incomprehensible, but after carefully reading a couple of official forums and
reviewing the code (by the way, the code is quite well commented) it is quite easy to understand the whole workflow. I like..
This game was my childhood and it is still just as fun today. I love Cookie (the host) and all of his crazy antidotes. If you want a
crazy, party type, quiz show game, this is for you. It's even fun to play alone.. This is the first time I ever played a game like this
and I'm happy to say that I was quite glad I gave it a shot. It was quite fun but I felt like it was a litttle too short. The story was
amazing in my opinion. Overall pretty decent game for it's price.. It may be because, I never really got into the Pirate Genre, it
might be because there is no failing in the game. Or maybe the story wasn''t as well wrtitten as it could have been...

But Tin Star was much, much better.. This game is just so-so. The real downfall in this is that I was expecting the kind of game
where you get more and more spells as it goes on but instead you are given one at a time so each room is very straight forward in
how they are completed and more relies on annoyingly precise platforming rather than any sort of clever thinking with how your
magic works. Around the half way point it felt more worth it to stop playing rather than continue. If you enjoy tough
platforming games then this could be for you but I personally find that it gets difficult later on for the wrong reasons.

This isn't that bad of a game, but it really isn't all that great either.. this game is awesome the physics are amazing i finally have
something besides ping pong to play theres not a lot of options now but im sure that will change and they assured me that aim
thing is going away. Regardless the game is so awesome i feel ive gotten my moneys worth before the game has even launched
its worth it if youve been waiting for a bowling game like me. I remember I bought this game in box form when PC games were
still sold that way. I enjoyed very much but as passed by I have no idea what I did with the game so I only had a mere memory
but it was always on my mind. I had a buddy of mine track the game title down with vague hints I gave him but it wasn't on
steam. When I saw it released on steam I immediately bought it because of the memories.. Kinda bad, after buying this, i played
for 5 minutes and then got reminded of Need For Speed Underground 2, so i just went and played that instead
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Seriously OP. I found the game addictive and fun although there a few non-game breaking bugs:
 - Incorrect text used to achieve certain goalsd
 - Doesn't count your build numbers properly if using the Build Max option

I also managed to break it after building up Earth's income beyond the game limit giving me infinite cash and taking my level
over 9000.

As a tip, just leave the game running whilst you're busy doing something else and let the money build up.

For the number of hours I suink in the game it's good value too. Good fun party game with friends, if you're ever bored and
wanna play a good game with some friends this game you can come to at any time especially with the varied maps..
OOOOHHH!! I'm already flipping over on this game!!!. good program. It is very repetitive and sort of buggy. This game is like
a little peice of history, and it's wonderful to see it on steam.

I'd recommend it for coop experience or if you're into some retro-gaming.

The most dated aspects of this game are the graphics and some of the controls can be a little bit frustrating, but otherwise this is
fun diablo clone type game that (at the time) was breathing some fresh air into the other clones.
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